
British Karate Kyokushinkai Clicker Championship 2018 

Important procedural changes 

Due in-part to the changes in team composition, we will be implementing the following at the 

forthcoming competition. 

Any team event 

1. If there is a draw in the team event, a final fight will take place where a decision must be 

made (no further draw). 

Peewee/junior teams (consisting of 3 members) 

2. The teams are free to line-up in any order according to their coach (not in heights) and 

submitted via a team sheet presented to the table accommodating the fight. 

3. A team consists of a minimum of two fighters. If conceding a fight due to a missing team 

member, the team coach can nominate which fight is conceded on the submitted sheet 

(blank space in any of the three positions).  

4. If both teams have only two fighters, then the first named on each sheet shall compete 

against the first named on the opposing sheet regardless of which fighting order number 

they have submitted. 

Adult teams (consisting of 4 members (3male/1female) 

5. The team must consist of a minimum of 3 members. 

6. If a team is conceding a fight, this can be male or female. 

7. All fighters are named and placed onto the fighting-order sheet. If conceding a fight due to a 

missing team member, the team coach can nominate which fight is conceded on the 

submitted sheet (blank space in any of the four positions).  

8. Should one team be missing a male and the other a female then the two remaining fighters 

will compete. 

9. Should both teams be missing male competitors, then the first named will compete against 

the first named on the other with subsequent fights following in order. 

10. In the event of a draw the fight-off will be between coach-nominated male competitors. 

11. The female fighter will always remain in position 4 on the fighting order sheet 

Permissible grades 

12. Junior competitors can be of Red belt grade (10/9th kyu) in team & individuals. 

13. Adult red belts may compete in individual divisions but not team events, where the 

minimum grade is 8th kyu. 

Any queries please contact me 

Osu! 

Shihan Nick da Costa BKK chief clicker referee (nacdacosta@gmail.com 07956 219791) 

mailto:nacdacosta@gmail.com

